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BASW response to Ofsted consultation on a single inspection framework for local 

authority children’s social care services  

1. BASW is the UK professional association for social work, led by and accountable to a 

growing population of approximately 14,500 social worker members. Our members 

work in frontline, management, research and academic positions in all social work 

settings across the UK. BASW members share a collective commitment to those 

values and principles that will secure the best possible outcomes for children and 

young people, adults, families and communities 

2. We have refrained from responding to the questionnaire as we find its focus too 

narrow to incorporate the points that we wish to make; for example, the 

consultation makes it very clear that it is not seeking views on the decision to replace 

the judgement ‘adequate’ with ‘requires improvement’. 

3. BASW welcomed the changes to the inspection framework of local authority 

children’s social care services last year as a result of the Munro Review.  It was right 

to introduce a much more qualitative feel to inspection having as its starting point 

the child’s journey.  However, we need to recognise that this new framework is still 

only just bedding down and not all local authorities have been inspected yet.  It is 

therefore, quite a challenge to expect the sector to brace itself for yet more changes 

to Ofsted inspections due to be implemented later this year.  Furthermore, the latest 

set of proposals will be superseded in 2015 by the rolling out of the delayed joint 

inspection multi-agency inspection framework so it does feel frenetic and 

pressurising of services expecting them to deal with constant change. 

4. BASW agrees that we should never simply be satisfied with services reaching a 

baseline level and that those deemed ‘adequate’ must be proactive in putting 

effective workplans in place to improve their rating.   Nevertheless, we would have 

been happier if Ofsted had been more open and willing to consult with the sector on 

the proposed change of ‘adequate’ to ‘requires improvement’ to at least, give 

consultees the opportunity to be more of an integral part of the agenda to improve 

services.  This would have been a more constructive approach to take.  We all know 

only too well, that local authorities are currently under enormous pressure as 

demand for their services grows which unfortunately, is not matched by increased 

resources as austerity measures are taking their toll.  Many are therefore likely to 

greet this proposal with frustration and view it as Ofsted yet again moving the 

goalposts.  Earlier this year, a local authority that was graded as adequate attracted 

some positive media publicity which BASW was asked to comment on.  We wonder if 

the same thing would happen in light of these changes. 

5. BASW welcomes the inclusion of reviewing the effectiveness of LSCBs and ascribing a 

graded judgement of their effectiveness.  However, BASW was ultimately 

disappointed that the proposals to implement a joint inspection of multi-agency 

arrangements for the protection of children have been delayed and so these current 



proposals feel incomplete until we have something more embracing.  This is 

extremely apparent in some of the criteria that is included in this document in terms 

of what is to be inspected as essentially, they are not solely the responsibility of one 

agency.   BASW members want to see a much more holistic focus on all aspects of 

the child’s journey including in the youth justice system, family courts and education 

and health settings to reflect the child’s experience of services.  

6. We have some concerns that a single inspection framework could lead to low morale 

where a local authority receives an overall grading of inadequate and yet practice is 

qualitatively different in respective parts of the service.   It is really important 

therefore, that those areas of the departments work that are of a high standard 

receive the recognition and credit that they deserve and this is highlighted in the 

reports produced by Ofsted.   

7. On one hand, it is good to see a focus on issues that might go under the radar i.e. 

trafficking, children and young people at risk of sexual exploitation, private fostering.  

However, at the same time, as we read on, we do have a concern that the 

inspections are trying to capture an awful lot of information and detail which 

potentially carries a number of risks.  Firstly, will Ofsted have the resources to be 

able to do this effectively or will it be a superficial exercise as opposed to deep dive?  

Secondly, we hope that this will not have the unintended consequence of retaining 

an over compliant, tick box culture where organisations spend too much of their 

time preparing the workplace for inspections as opposed to developing ‘risk sensible’ 

practice. 

8. BASW believes that it is vitally important that Ofsted inspect against the Employers 

Standards and look for evidence of effectiveness of these standards and the ‘health 

check’ in local authorities and voluntary organisations.  These after all, are minimum 

standards and play an essential role in supporting the workforce to provide quality 

services.  We notice that they were only mentioned once in the context of the 

professional development of social workers in the consultation.  They must be given 

appropriate prominence during the inspection process and not be seen as a side 

issue. 

9. We were surprised that the proposals made no reference whatsoever to whistle 

blowing – whether this be done using Ofsted’s hotline and/or practitioners 

responsibilities vis-à-vis their regulatory body.  We think this is remiss, particularly in 

the current climate and needs to be included as it is an important mechanism that 

needs to be deployed in keeping children safe and indeed everyone.  Interestingly, 

whistleblowing is mentioned in one of the two other concurrent consultations. 

10. Following on from para 6, the proposals do seem to have incorporated every new 

piece of policy, guidance and legislation applicable to children’s social care serices.  

Again, there is a real danger that this could make the inspection process too 

formulaic and prescriptive.   



11. Finally, it is curious to introduce consultations on independent fostering provision 

and voluntary adoption provision without one on residential provision for looked 

after children.  We appreciate that Ofsted is undertaking work in this area but it 

would seem logical to group them together. 
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